
FRESH AIR FUND

Since , The Fresh Air Fund has unlocked the limitless potential of more than million children from New York City's
low-income communities.

First-time visitors, seven to 12 years old, spend one or two weeks with their host family. But it is only a guess.
Camp Tommy offers hiking, nature and other outdoor programs designed to develop cooperation and
encourage team building. By well over a million children had participated in the program. The Fresh Air Fund
provides support to Fund Representatives, Chairpeople and host families 24 hours a day, when Fresh Air
children are visiting their towns. Activities included hiking , cooking , arts and crafts and cooperative games.
It was race, however, that tripped up my conversation with Director Morgenthau. The new director did not
accept my offer. The majority of Fresh Air children are from low-income communities, often without the
resources to send their children on summer experiences. I had asked for access to their record room. You
cannot have access to our record room. After completion of the 6th grade school year, they begin the program
in the summer. I set out to write a story about race and the Fresh Air rural hosting movement. Irwin III, and
many others. Conceived by its founder, a rural Presbyterian minister by the name of Willard Parsons, as a
means to rejuvenate sickly city children through exposure to country air and wholesome food, by the onset of
World War I the movement focused on indoctrinating children of recent European immigrants into American
and middle-class values. They have an image to protect. And their formula of one-way, carefully managed,
short-term rural hosting has been incredibly long-lasting. Their publicity materials continued to feature white
families hosting children of color. She is no longer the director of the organization and, during a phone
conference just before my book came out, the new director explained that she knew nothing of this decision. A
visit to the home of a warm and loving volunteer host family can make all the difference in the world to an
inner-city child. Mothers and children ride a trolley car en route to Coney Island on a trip sponsored by the
Fresh Air Fund in  It was already a matter of public record that the organization intensified their host vetting
process after a series of sexual abuse lawsuits in the early s. I think I know why. Camp Hidden Valley serves
girls and boys with and without special needs , ages eight to  Youngsters who are re-invited by the same
family may continue with The Fund through age 18 and may enjoy longer summertime visits year after year.
Nonetheless, my hypothesis is consistent with more than a decade of research. Families continue to host city
children, many of them asserting that the programs benefit the children by giving them a taste of country life.
After a friendly start, the mood of our phone conversation shifted abruptly when she realized I was writing
about race. Year-round programs and off-season camping[ edit ] The New York City Housing Authority
sponsors day trips to camp, to help brighten the lives of children living in housing developments. The
committee members also make follow-up visits to all participating host families every three years. Camp
Mariah offers a unique setting to engage boys and girls in an educational curriculum and prepare them for the
world of work. This was the story that the Fresh Air Fund â€” I think â€” tried to hide. Camp Mariah, The
Fund's Career Awareness Camp, enables nearly inner-city adolescents to explore educational paths and career
options, while enjoying camp adventures. All it takes to create lifelong memories is laughing in the sunshine,
running barefoot in the grass, riding bikes down country lanes and making new friends. And, it was not like I
would be revealing a significant shift in their racial demographics. I had become interested through research
for my previous book, Daily Demonstrators: The Civil Rights Movement in Mennonite Homes and
Sanctuaries , in how separatist religious communities engaged with the civil rights movement. And they had
reason to be scared. The majority of the CITs are former campers.


